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1 INT. OFFICE - MORNING

Close in on a room covered in news paper clippings,

pictures, maps, and notes scribbled of ley lines and

supernatural existences. Pan overhead to see HENRIETTA

JONES, age 35-45, using rulers and compasses to draw

connecting lines over a map, scribbling notes down, drawing

on map some more.

Credit roll title overs shots close on maps. Perhaps several

with similar dots and spots marked out, one labeled "Burial

Mounds North Louisiana" another labeled "Underground

Watershed" and yet another "Mineral Extraction Seismic

Survey".

Reinforce on each map a similar pattern of spots, connected

to form lines converging on a circle drawn on each map, then

corresponding to the map Henrietta is drawing on; we see it

is hand-labeled "Louisiana Ley Lines".

MARCY JONES, Henrietta’s 15-year-old daughter, walks in and

takes a seat. She puts two unsolved Rubik’s Cubes on the

table.

MARCY

Last one to solve theirs has to

make breakfast.

Henrietta stops her work, amused by her daughter’s

competitive streak.

HENRIETTA

(Playfully, sassy)

Good morning to you too.

Beat.

HENRIETTA

I’m happy to accept your offer to

make breakfast.

Henrietta snatches one of the Rubik’s Cubes off the table.

Marcy snatches the other one.

MARCY

3 2 1, go!

Both begin furiously working on their Rubik’s cubes. OWEN

BRODY, about 50, comes into the kitchen with a camcorder.

He’s shooting the action himself.

(CONTINUED)
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OWEN

(pointing camcorder at

Henrietta/Marcy)

And we join the match already in

progress! The battle of the Jones!

Henrietta stops short of solving her cube interrupting Owen.

Marcy keeps at it on hers.

HENRIETTA

Just let yourself in, huh Owen?

OWEN

Now who will win this titanic

battle of wits? Henrietta the wily

veteran, or Marcy the gifted

rookie?

HENRIETTA

(unamused)

What the heck is that?

OWEN

(still shooting on camcorder)

We needed some new gear to document

the new dig.

He stops shooting on the camera.

HENRIETTA

Do we have the budget for that on

this project?

OWEN

All the other surveyors and

archeologists are using the same

stuff.

Marcy solves her cube and slams it onto the table.

MARCY

I’d like pancakes, eggs, and bacon

please.

HENRIETTA

(surprised but gracious)

Buttermilk or blueberry?

MARCY

Blueberry.

A phone rings off screen from another room.

(CONTINUED)
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HENRIETTA

(getting up)

Alright, one sec.

Henrietta gets up to go talk on the phone. Owen takes a seat

at the table, still fiddling with the camcorder. (He

inadvertently leaves it recording and sets it on the table

lens facing the duo.)

He looks over the maps with interest.

MARCY

I don’t know how you and my mom

don’t go crazy with boredom looking

at maps and digging holes in the

ground in the middle of nowhere.

OWEN

Oh, it’s more than that.

Beat.

OWEN

You and your mom like to solve

puzzles, like that Rubik’s, right?

MARCY

Yeah...

OWEN

Well what your mom and I do,

essentially, is solve puzzles. The

histories of a place - any place -

are often the most difficult

puzzles of all.

MARCY

So drawing all over some maps and

cleaning little rocks with

toothbrushes and collecting little

bags of dirt are like solving a

puzzle?

OWEN

In that case...more like how we

find the pieces.

Henrietta comes back into the kitchen.

HENRIETTA

The scouts at the new dig site

found something. The soil samples

came back from the lab...carbon

dating is way off.

(CONTINUED)
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Henrietta begins to roll up the maps and collect her things.

OWEN

Did they forget to calibrate the

machine again?

HENRIETTA

They calibrated it five times, the

results were still registering off

the charts!

Owen grabs the camcorder and heads out.

MARCY

You owe me breakfast!

Henrietta stops what she’s doing.

HENRIETTA

I’m sorry kiddo. Rain check?

She gives Marcy a kiss on the forehead.

HENRIETTA

You can handle things here on your

own for a while today?

Marcy shoots Henrietta a sarcastic look.

HENRIETTA

Right, right, you’re-.

MARCY

(in unison with Henrietta)

Fifteen!

Henrietta chuckles. With arms full of maps and supplies (and

Rubik’s cube), she follows Owen out of the house. Marcy sits

alone at the table rolling one of the Rubik’s cube around in

her hands.

FADE OUT.

2 INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

Marcy strolls into the kitchen and plops her backpack onto

the table. She roots around in the fridge for a soda.

MARCY

(Calling Out)

Mom? I’m home!

(CONTINUED)
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She goes about a typical coming home routine (kicking off

shoes/maybe feeding a pet/etc.) but notices there has been

no reply.

MARCY

(Calling out)

Mom?

Still no response.

Marcy takes out her flip phone from her pocket to call a

pizza place.

Then, a knock at the door. The knock startles Marcy. She

opens the door to find.. Owen, dirty, disheveled, looking

fearful, nearly dazed. Tears in his eyes. Behind him are a

couple of POLICEMEN.

MARCY

Owen? What’s going on? Where’s mom?

OWEN

(stammering)

I...I don’t know...we can’t find

her anywhere...

Owen breaks down. Marcy grabs him and breaks down as she

speaks.

MARCY

(crying)

What? No...where’s mom?!

(screaming/crying)

Where is my mom?!

FADE OUT

3 EXT. DIG SITE TENT - DAY

Fade into a large pile of sand then.. WHOOSH! A jeep flies

by. We reveal the jeep driving in more sand toward a large

canvas tent.

The sound of coyotes howling fills the air as Owen, now

graying and walking with the assistance of a cane, exits the

jeep. He hobbles towards the tent as gunshots ring out.

Following the sound, he rounds the corner of the tent to see

a grown up Marcy standing, pistol pointed skyward as coyotes

run away into the far treeline.

(CONTINUED)
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OWEN

Easy now, Ms. Croft.

Marcy looks toward him, smiling warmly. She holsters the gun

and embraces him tightly.

OWEN

Of all the tools I taught you to

use, I never imagined the gun would

become the mainstay of your kit.

MARCY

Please, you know how many digs

we’ve had vandalized by wildlife.

Best investment ever.

Pause.

MARCY

Maybe if mom had had one...

The silence hangs, speaking for itself. Owen uncomfortably

looks down, inspecting the end of his cane, before looking

up.

OWEN

You had something to show me?

A twinkle glimmers in Marcy’s eyes.

4 INT. DIG SITE TENT - DAY

Owen looks at a map posted on an easel with the lines

converging into a circle pattern (like we’ve seen). Multiple

colored pins (or some marking that can be seen) all follow

the pattern. Marcy walks to the desk, laying out her notes

for him.

(Note - muon radiography is an actual new way they found new

chambers in the great pyramid recently)

MARCY

We took control samples like we

always do, but our muon scanners

found something strange; a mass of

some sort in a sublayer that wasn’t

there even just six months ago.

OWEN

What?

He looks at her notes eagerly.

(CONTINUED)
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MARCY

Even stranger, the carbon dating

for the area around the mass is

completely backwards. There is a

200 year old undisturbed layer of

earth on top of soil that, from our

tests, can’t be more than a day or

two old.

Owen is quiet, his face drained of color. This scenario is

familiar to him.

MARCY

I’m doing exploratory on the mass

today.

Owen looks up at Marcy.

OWEN

(spooked)

I’ve seen this before, Marcy. Your

mother and I...the night she

disappeared. We saw the exact same

phenomenon.

Marcy is shocked. She looks back at her notes,

incredulously. The screws turn in her mind. The coincidence

is too much to ignore.

OWEN

I have a plane to catch, a

conference to address. Otherwise I

would stay to help. I don’t know

what this is. But Marcy...

He places a hand on her shoulder.

OWEN

Be careful with this.

CUT TO

5 EXT. DIG SITE - DAY

Marcy is in a dig site, using surveyor tools/laser

levelers/some techno looking item as a scanner.

She clears away layers of soil and comes to a strange

membrane of sorts in the ground. She examines it and opens

it. Inside she finds an odd somewhat misshapen cube, filthy,

but with visible strange markings on its surface. She then

finds a strange bundle/swaddling of muddy clothes wrapped

(CONTINUED)
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around...the CAMCORDER (same as at beginning only maybe a

bit dirtier, but otherwise undamaged). This discovery

baffles her.

CUT TO

6 INT. DIG SITE TENT - LATE AFTERNOON

At her workbench, Marcy is trying get the camcorder on.

There on the table, the oddly marked cube suddenly moves on

its own, just an inch or two. Marcy only noticed the sound

but now sees the cube isn’t where it just was.

She gets the camcorder turned on.

7 CAMCORDER FOOTAGE POV KITCHEN

OWEN

(pointing camcorder at

Henrietta/Marcy)

And we join the match already in

progress! The battle of the Jones!

Henrietta stops short of solving her cube interrupting Owen.

Marcy, keeps at it on hers.

HENRIETTA

Just let yourself in, huh Owen?

OWEN

Now who will win this titanic

battle of wits...

His voice trails off as the camera images blur and distort.

8 INT. DIG SITE - TENT - LATE AFTERNOON - NORMAL POV

Marcy covers her open mouth - shocked, confused, happy - and

tears begin streaming down her face. Her mom appears on

screen.

MARCY

(softly)

Mom...
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9 CAMCORDER FOOTAGE POV DIG SITE - AFTERNOON

The picture comes back on screen and we are at the dig site.

We see Henrietta looking at the camera in front of a similar

weird mass/membrane in the ground.

HENRIETTA

Field recording taken on April

23rd, 2003, at dig site 438,

coordinates 93-48 long 32-57 latt.

Observation and initial excavation

of unknown mass...

Camera footage shifts to show similar odd mass in ground

next to Henrietta.

Picture blurs/scrambles cuts out then cuts back in, now we

see Henrietta setting up the camera on a tripod.

The side of Owen’s face pops into frame looking at the

camera.

He steps back and takes a bag. We see him in the background

behind Henrietta.

OWEN

I’ve gotta get these samples to the

lab, might be a little while. Are

you good here for now?

HENRIETTA

Yeah, just hurry back.

Her attention shifts to a lump of bricked dirt. Owen goes

away. Henrietta adjusts the camera a bit to focus more on

the lump in her hands on the examining table area. As she

rolls it around to examine it a clump of dirt falls off,

revealing an odd corner. She pulls off caked dirt to reveal

a bizarre cube like object with strange indentions and odd

angles pointing out.

She then grabs a toothbrush and a little scraper and starts

to clean the object, and part of it moves. She stops, and

begins to check it by hand, and finds parts of it

slide/turn/spin, not too different from a Rubik’s cube. Only

more alien and otherworldly.

Suddenly the video quality starts fading/going bad but it’s

as though you see some sort of flash or light coming from

the object. Then the sounds gets worse, maybe a scream, then

black.
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10 INT. DIG SITE - TENT - LATE AFTERNOON - NORMAL POV

Marcy sits in shock at what she’s seen. She checks the time

on her phone, but her phone is dead. She mashes the on

button but nothing.

11 EXT. DIG SITE - LATE AFTERNOON

Marcy gets into her vehicle and plugs a phone cord into her

phone. She turns the keys, but the car won’t start as though

the battery died.

12 INT. DIG SITE - TENT - LATE AFTERNOON

While Marcy is trying to start the car the cube moves by

itself and then the screen/camcorder footage flickers back

to life. Footage plays without Marcy being there to see it.

13 INT. DIG SITE TENT - NIGHT

Marcy comes back into the tent. Screen still fuzzy for her.

She notices the alien object is in a different place again.

She takes a seat and grabs the object. She rubs her fingers

on it and then *click* a part moves. She starts messing with

it more. Lights in the tent start flickering. She moves more

parts on it. It slowly starts turning into a cube. Then a

bright blinding light flashes from the cube and in a flash

she’s gone!

14 EXT. THE DARK WORLD - NIGHT

A gloomy haze, unnoticeable landscape, gray, only light is

similar to late evening twilight at sunset on an overcast

day. Electric light streaks out and from it appears Marcy.

She stumbles as she comes out of the light.

She takes a moment to collect herself. She looks at the

alien object and it has morphed into a cube shape.

A wide shot from back and a shadowy figure appears to the

side of the screen or a POV as if something is watching her.

Small noises are heard. Marcy pulls out her flashlight and

gun and spins around looking for the sound.

A screech, from some otherworldly creature. Marcy whips

around, terrified, looking for the sound’s source. Then from

out of nowhere a dark hooded figure (Henrietta) tackles her

to the ground.

CUT TO BLACK.
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15 INT. SHACK - GLOOM/NIGHT

Marcy wakes up. We see her fuzzy POV as she wakes up.

Standing over her is a hooded figure. Marcy immediately

wakes up and sits up quickly.

HOODEN FIGURE

Hey! It’s ok! I’m not going to hurt

you.

Marcy looks around in confusion.

MARCY

What is this place? Who are you?

HOODEN FIGURE

Unfortunately I can’t answer the

first question. As for the

second...

(taking hood off and extending

a handshake)

Henrietta.

Henrietta, while more haggard, hasn’t appeared to age much

at all since we last saw her. Marcy almost swallows her

tongue. She lunges for her mother and hugs her. Henrietta is

taken aback.

MARCY

(crying)

Mom!? Mom! Is it really you?! How?!

HENRIETTA

Mom? What...

MARCY

It’s me, Marcy!

HENRIETTA

Marcy? No, that’s not possible...

Her visible disbelief gives way to dark realization.

HENRIETTA

What year is it...where you came

from?

MARCY

2018. It’s been fifteen years.

Henrietta slumps against a wall, processing this.

(CONTINUED)
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HENRIETTA

(disbelief)

Wha...No! It...it can’t be! It

can’t have been more than a week or

two since I fell through!

Marcy pulls her old Rubik’s cube out of the satchel.

Henrietta is in shock, but knows in her heart now this is

her daughter. They embrace.

HENRIETTA

Oh baby!

MARCY

We didn’t know what happened to

you. We thought you were dead.

HENRIETTA

For a time, I thought I was too.

God, I’ve missed your entire

life...

They hug and share a beat together.

HENRIETTA

(wiping away tears)

I guess it’s too late to make you

that breakfast I owe you?

Marcy just looks at her, trying to recall, before

remembering, smiling and chuckling through the tears.

Suddenly a screech and in bursts a dark creature! Marcy is

quick on the draw, shoots, and it drops dead.

They take a moment collecting themselves, breathing heavy.

Then a loud screech in the distance is heard. Then another

and another. Henrietta grabs a torch from the fire pit.

HENRIETTA

We gotta move!

16 EXT. THE DARK WORLD - NIGHT/GLOOM

Marcy and Henrietta run from the shack. Screeches ring out

into the air. The creatures aren’t far behind. They pause

their running. Marcy pulls the alien cube out of her

satchel.

MARCY

Can we use this?

Henrietta looks surprised and relieved.

(CONTINUED)
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HENRIETTA

You found it! Thank God!

MARCY

What is it?

HENRIETTA

I don’t know, but seems to be the

only way to get in or out of this

place.

MARCY

Give me a minute and I’ll try to

make it work again. Will this take

us both back to the dig site?

HENRIETTA

Back to the...you became an

archaeologist?

The two briefly share a smile.

HENRIETTA

I don’t really know what it’ll do.

MARCY

Guess we’ll find out.

HENRIETTA

I’ll hold them off.

Marcy hands Henrietta her gun. She stands at the ready with

a torch in one hand, gun in the other looking around. Marcy

works on the cube.

MARCY

No, no, no, no!

HENRIETTA

What’s wrong!?

MARCY

It’s different this time!

HENRIETTA

Don’t over think it.

Henrietta shoots a couple of creatures, and Marcy is

grabbed! But she pulls her knife and stabs one of the

creatures. She continues on the puzzle.

(CONTINUED)
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MARCY

I think I almost got it!

The creatures begin to close in on them.

HENRIETTA

(shooting all around)

Hurry!

Each shot takes down a creature, but another seemingly pops

right back in its place. They get closer. Henrietta runs out

of bullets. Just as the creatures almost get to arms

length...

MARCY

Got it!

She grabs her mother and clicks the last move on the now

cube shaped device. The light beams and we flash white...

FADE WHITE

17 INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

Marcy’s eyes open. She’s sitting at the kitchen table of her

childhood home, fifteen again. She looks around, searching

for Henrietta.

YOUNG MARCY

Mom?!

She notices the change in her voice. Then she looks down at

herself; her body smaller, thinner. She’s in shock.

YOUNG MARCY

What the...

She looks at the calendar on the wall. It’s the same night

that Henrietta disappeared.

The door bangs open, Marcy’s head snapping to attention. She

gets up and runs to the door. Henrietta stands in the

doorway, still dressed in her dig clothes, a very puzzled

and confused Owen flanking her. Her face releases a sigh of

relief upon seeing her daughter, and she runs to hug her.

Happy tears stream down her face.

HENRIETTA

Oh my baby!

(CONTINUED)
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YOUNG MARCY

Mom!

They embrace tighter than an alligator’s bite.

YOUNG MARCY

(whispers)

I remember everything.

HENRIETTA

So do I.

18 EXT. DIG SITE - NIGHT

Several yards away from the canvas tent that serves as the

headquarters, a partially dug grid is lined out in the sand.

Out of one of the panels, a metallic corner pokes out of the

ground. The etchings on its side begin to glow.

CUT TO BLACK. END. CREDITS.


